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Resources


Whether you are looking for an answer to a specific question, want to learn more about our track record, or you just want to stay updated – this is the perfect place to start! Browse our categories below or use the search bar to narrow your results: 
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  Results



 See all results


















How We Can Help


As a consultancy we are spending an increasing amount of time providing a trusted third-party viewpoint and advice to our customers as they look to firm up on their research and future plans for their SAP system. Browse our resources or get in touch if you have further questions:
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Case Studies
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Webinars
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News & Events








Read Our Latest Blogs


All our blogs are written by our team of experts and provide detailed insight into all aspects about SAP, Azure, and beyond.
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Absoft Migrates West Midlands Council to SAP S/4HANA
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Navigating Change: The 7 Steps to Successful ERP Implementation in the Manufacturing Industry
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Choosing New ERP System for Manufacturing in 2024: The 7 Things to Consider
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The 7 Perils of Outdated Business Software in Manufacturing in 2024
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SAP Security Notes Review: March 2024
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SAP Security Notes Review: February 2024
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Frequently Asked Questions


Moving and running your SAP in the Cloud


     What are the advantages of migrating to the Cloud?
Running SAP in the Cloud has been transformational for many customers, unlocking the countless benefits that the cloud can offer from being flexible and scalable, to enabling lower total cost of ownership, the Cloud is now a first choice for most, with companies finding it more and more challenging to justify investment in to on-premise hardware. Read more about the benefits of moving your SAP in the cloud here. 


     What do I have to do to my SAP to prepare for moving to the cloud?
Analysing why you need to change would always be a first step. Is it for scalability, performance, accessibility, flexibility, more ROI and better cost control or all these reasons rolled into one? Whatever your reason for moving to the cloud, it is advisable to review your current estate and landscape. A bit like tidying out your house before you move!
Absoft’s FREE Cloud Readiness Assessment helps you to take the first step on your cloud journey.
Our team provides expertise & guidance on your journey to the cloud, including:
–Identifying your Business Case
–Creating a high-level project timeline
–Providing a suggested project roadmap
–Giving indicative costs to migrate
Get in touch to book your FREE Cloud Readiness Assessment


     How can Absoft assist me on my journey to the Cloud? 
A successful migration relies on combining SAP and Microsoft knowledge and experience, Absoft’s consultants are qualified in all aspects of Cloud migrations, with over 29 years of SAP experience, 10 years of SAP in the Cloud, and hundreds of SAP system migrations to reference. 
As an SAP and Microsoft partner Absoft have got you covered wherever you may be on your Cloud journey. Find out about the services we offer in more detail here or get in touch today to discuss how we can help you make the move.







Your S/4HANA implementation


     Do I need a greenfield or brownfield implementation?
The greenfield/brownfield decision comes down to what makes a business case. Areas such as customer developments, interfaces and custom functionality in S/4HANA are all things to be considered when making a case for the approach to migration. 
Get in touch with our S/4HANA experts team to discuss building your business case and scoping your implementation. 


     How can an SAP Partner support the move to SAP S/4HANA?
An SAP Partner can assist you with your move to S/4HANA by bringing experience and resources to your project. There are many options for assessing and migrating your S/4 system and a partner with credible experience of the journey to S/4HANA is imperative for the success of your upgrade. A cultural fit for your business is an important resource, a project that crosses many vital business processes needs to be done right – and be fit for purpose. 
Contact us to learn more about how we can help and to find out how we work with you. 


     When do I need to implement S/4 HANA by?
The “deadline for conversion” has always been driven by the date of which SAP will end Maintenance for SAP ERP customers.
In February 2020, SAP announced an extension of mainstream maintenance for ERP 6.0 customers on EHP 6, 7 and 8.
Maintenance for these customers has been extended up until the end of 2027, with further extended maintenance options through to 2030. All SAP customers who run previous versions of SAP will no longer be supported by the end of 2025.
We advise you to start building your business case for S/4HANA as industry is gearing up for this shift. Absoft is well versed in S/4HANA migrations and our teams have the skills, knowledge and track record. Speak to our S/4HANA migration experts to review your options and journey.








SAP Support to keep your business running smoothly


     What SAP Customers do you support? 
Our Application Support service is available for SAP Business All-In-One customers as well as the SAP S/4HANA customers both on-prem and in the cloud. We offer support across all functional domains as part of this service. We also offer full technical managed services and hosting.


     How is your Application Support service different and what does it include?
Absoft’s Application Support service is a fixed price, fixed scope SAP functional support offering. We carry out a full review of your systems and usage prior to the service commencing and predict your estimated support usage over the course of a year. 
You are free to raise as many calls with our support team as you like without having to worry about counting minutes or hours, while ensuring that you receive an efficient and reliable service from us. This is subject to our Fair Use Policy and your service will be reviewed periodically to ensure you are aligned with our predictions.
As well as day to day SAP functional support, the service also includes:
	SAP Notes Review – where our consultants will review and recommend relevant SAP notes that you should apply on a monthly basis
	SAP Consultancy Days – you will receive a number of consultancy days to use as you like throughout the duration of your support agreement. These must be booked in advance and can be used for small projects, training and backfill cover.
	You can also opt to include a number of add-ons to your support agreement – these include our GDPR heatmap and compliance review services.
	Every customer is given a dedicated account manager and service delivery manager to liaise with throughout the duration of the contract term.

Book a comparison review with our SAP Application Support specialists to see how your current support model and provider measure up.


     What is ‘intelligent automated monitoring’ and how do I benefit from it?
Intelligent automated monitoring provided by Absoft ensures your landscape always performs optimally, is free from unplanned downtime and remains highly available for business demands. This can be a difficult and labour-intensive task in a complex environment. Absoft’s highly skilled and experienced team can take the stress out of the intensive monitoring and maintenance of your landscape to allow your support team to focus on other tasks.
Absoft’s Technical Managed Service takes responsibility for your systems 24/7 wherever they are – on premise, in the cloud, 3rd party hosted – allowing you and your team to focus on core business activities. 
	Maintain a healthy SAP landscape
	Reduce requirement for in-house skills
	Aid future planning
	Minimise unplanned downtime and save on costs. 


Get in touch to learn more. 







Other FAQs and challenges we help SAP users solve


     How do I ensure that my SAP system is compliant with all UK legislation?
We recommend carrying out a review of your processes to make sure that they are in line with current legislation, however it can sometimes be difficult to conduct this internally, so a new pair of eyes can really help with this task. 
We offer a business process review service which provides you with recommendations of the areas to work on. Our SAP Compliance experts have decades of experience taking care of our clients’ processes and making sure their systems are up to date with the latest UK legislation. 
Need a sense check on your data? Get in touch with our Compliance team. 


     We are not ready to upgrade or move to S/4HANA but we need to continue to optimise our SAP based processes. What are our options?
Many SAP customers want to sweat their existing ECC asset for a few more years yet – especially since SAP announced the extension of the support for ECC until 2027. We have analysed the “white space” in SAP’s Fiori portfolio (SAP’s latest UX solutions) available to ECC customers and have identified 8 key areas within which to develop accelerator apps to make a tangible difference to efficient operations. Learn more about our apps here. 
Available on desktop, tablet or mobile, and proven to run on ECC and the latest S/4HANA platforms Absoft’s apps can help your organisation make step changes to your core business processes now and for the future. 


     How are Absoft equipped to support my merger, acquisition and/or divestment event?
We are an SME SAP consultancy who specialise in supporting Merger, Acquisition and Divestment events where SAP is involved. We are an SAP Value Added re-seller and Gold Partner and a certified SAP Partner Centre of Expertise which means that SAP have ensured that we are equipped with the right knowledge and staff to deliver the highest quality of SAP support.
As a result, we act as a 1-stop shop for customers looking for assistance with their M&A requirements; from licencing help, running your SAP transition right through to supporting your SAP users and landscape post-transition.
Learn more about our experience with M&A and divestments or get in touch for a confidential discussion of your specific requirements. 
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Sign up to receive relevant news, SAP updates and product/services information from the Absoft team


We take pride in our consultants’ expertise and knowledge and we make sure we share that knowledge – Get your hands on it! Sign up to get news, blogs, webinar invites, SAP updates:


      Name  
  Email  
     Sign Up  
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Case Study – Migrating SAP to the Cloud – Large Local Council
















Download Guide





SAP Application Support – Top 5 Red Flags to Watch Out For
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Free Cloud Readiness Assessment – Moving your SAP to the Cloud 
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Company registration number: SC129581
Registered office: Davidson House, Campus 1, Aberdeen Innovation Park, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen, AB22 8GT
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